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24.1 Motivation

When we see and hear, we instantly recognize words, people, or other things.
This is a data processing task that we can also train computers to do. For
instance, imagine saying the numbers ’one’ or ’two’. Can we get Matlab to
recognize the difference between these two classes of sounds?

Our strategy is to find a tractable low-dimensional representation of the data
we wish to classify (e. g. using PCA for dimensionality reduction), in which
we hope that the data in each class clusters into separated distributions. We
then devise an algorithm for making the boundaries in this space that divide
the clusters. One such tool is linear discriminant analysis, which is described
on pp. 161-164 of Nathan’s notes, which projects the data on a direction w
that maximizes the ratio of the squared distance between the means of the
two classes to the variance within each class. Given a good estimate of the
covariance matrix of each class about its class mean, w can be found by solving
a generalized eigenvalue problem.

24.2 Example: Recognizing spoken ’one’ vs. ’two’

Matlab script classify one two goes through the steps of taking a large raw
dataset (sound recordings), splitting it up into training samples, normalizing
the samples to improve their comparability, reducing the dimension of the data
vector via PCA of the combined dataset, and using the leading PCs to discrimi-
nate the sample types. The classification algorithm can then be applied to other
datasets.. The example shows moderate success in classification using a simple
classification algorithm based only on the first PC. One issue is that the testing
dataset happened to be spoken at a slightly lower pitch (frequency) than the
testing dataset, and that a major component of the difference between ones and
twos in the training dataset was that twos had a lower pitch than ones. This
led to some mis-classification of ones as being twos.
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